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Abstract 
 
In mobile ad-hoc networks many routing protocols are providing the 

optimisation of congestion control steps. The performance measures like 

packet delivery ratio, overhead, energy, delay, throughput and efficiency 
mainly depending on loss of packets and packet utilization techniques. In 

order to minimise the packets loss ratioproposes the adaptive traffic link 

vector routing (ATLV) model. In this work we propose a link vector 
techniques ATLV for MANTES, This routing scheme is reduces the 

congestion links depending on distribution of transmission node to receiver 

node with better system accessibility. The ATLVMANTEs routing technique 

is compared through capacitor optimised cooperative communication 
(COCO) and Traffic Link Matrix Routing (TLMR) technique.This 

investigation improves the accuracy at high traffic and prove the all 

performance measures improved, compared to COCO and TLMR model. At 
final calculating the performance measures such as throughput 61 % delay 35  
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% energy 70 % overhead 52% and packet delivery ratio 8 % have been 

improved. These results are outperforms the existing models and compete 

with present models. 

 
Key words: ATLV, COCO, MANTES, routing protocols, mobile ad-hoc 

networks 

 

1 Introduction 
 

In Mobile ad hoc networks movable wireless sensor nodes cooperating 
the available packets in the network. Without corporation of sensor nodes the 

routing is cannot performed independently. Every transferable 

communication and transmission directly control the available nodes within 

the range.The mobile adhoc networks consists of many applications in 
WSN[1]. The Navy, military and defence applications depending on 

MANET techniques. In this work bandwidth power quality and connection 

are the major parameters for accessing the WSN.In multi-hop Ad-hoc 
networks the communication is possible even if a direct route doesn’t exist 

between source and destination. The communication is provided through 

opportunistic links. These networks are prone to long delays and therefore a 

part of delay tolerant networks (DTN’s).  In opportunistic environment 
strong connectivity is not a requirement. These networks uses store and carry 

forward concept. ON’s are characterized as topology-less, no direct path, 

long disruptions and partitioning lasting for long periods. The idea of 
opportunistic networks was proposed by Kevin Fall in 2007 as an extension 

of DTNs with an assumption of more unpredictable mobility [2] [3].  

 
Figure: 1 MANET model 
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The nodes came in contact opportunistically without any previous 
information. The features of ON’s result in longer delays than conventional 

networks employed by MANETs. The existence of ON is shown in Figure 1. 

The characteristic of opportunistic network are: 
1. Power constrained devices,  

2. Intermittent connectivity,  

3. Occasional contacts,  

4. Highly mobile nodes,  
5. Non-existence of end-to-end paths.  

This work presents the different common routing protocols in ON’s 

under consideration related to routing protocols. Most common approach of 
routing is presented by Vahdat and Becker [4] called Epidemic. The nature of 

this protocol is flooding-based and is under context-oblivious category of 

routing protocol in ON’s. Here nodes replicate continuously and messages 
are transmitted to newly revealed nodes with a condition that they do not 

already retain a message copy [5]. The messages are delivered ultimately to 

destination based on pair-wise information maintained by nodes on 

encountering each other. However if path to sink is not available then node 
will buffer/hold the message in summary vector index. Every message has a 

unique ID to avoid duplicity.  To manage node resources utilization to be 

low, a hop counter is associated with each message that it can travel to [6].  
In ON’s connectivity in intermittent due to which spontaneous data 

transmission is required as and when connectivity become available. In this 

paper with the use of ACO optimization an attempt is made to improve the 

throughput of a network. By using between-ness centrality the packet drop 
rate and overhead ratio is reduced. In routing where nodes are themselves 

carriers then nodes in the network are also data collectors. Nodes are 

following either arbitrary or pre-determined routes to move around in the 
network area. Moving of nodes required to collect messages from the 

encountered nodes. These can be the only entities culpable for messages 

delivery. This paper concludes that routing done through mobility based 
approach is not delivering better throughput as compared to social based. The 

packed dropped rate is also higher and it tends to increase wr.t scalability in 

mobility based (TMLV and Wait and MANETs). The overhead ratio is also 

better in social based (COCOs and Bubble Rap). The work can also be 
enhanced by evaluating these protocols with respect to other parameters like 

buffer constraints, delay etc. [7] [8]. 
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Figure: 2 sensor subsystem nodes 

The figure 2 clearly explains about adaptive traffic link vector routing 

model, initially wake the all available nodes in the network. The destination 

and source nodes are significantly activate through acknowledgement. The 
corresponding destination and shortest routing can be determined by 

proposed ATLV method. This routing protocol continuously allocating the 

distance with reactive elimination path. For testing purpose manually 
applying the heavy traffic generation through congestion technique. When 

congestion is faced by any packet in the network then automatically 

eliminating the complexity of transmission via ATLV model. 
 

1.1 Throughput 
 

It is the defined as rate of successful message received/delivered. Figure 
3 shows throughput versus number of nodes of the four routing protocols. 

The throughput of social based routing algorithms are higher than the 

mobility based [9]. 
 

1.2 Dropped Packets 
 

The reason for occurrence is network congestion. Mainly loss of packets 
occurs when more than one packet get into the network over a medium and 

fails to reach their corresponding destination. Figure 4 shows no of packet 

dropped w.r.t four protocols. In terms of increase in nodes the packet drop 
decreases in COCOs and Bubble Rap, whereas it increases in case of 

MANETs and TMLV and Wait. The reason for decrease in packet drop is 

due to increase in social interaction and optimization of COCO during 
propagation process in case of social context aware routing protocols, 

whereas it is not the case with other two [10]. 

 

1.3 Ratio of Overhead 
 

Calculation is done by using number of packet delivered, number of 

packet received at a node and number of packet dropped. It is less in COCO 
and TMLV as compared to TMLV and Wait and MANETs. Overhead also 

increases as nodes increases in the network [11]. 
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In this paper at section 1 a brief details of MANNET technologies are 
discussed. Coming to section 2 literature survey is described to identify the 

limitations of earlier methods. Section 3 explains about key factors of 

proposed ATLV model and it advances compared to existed methods. 
Section 4 and section 5 clearly taking about experimental results and their 

conclusions respectively.  

 

2 Literature Survey 
 

In multi-hop Ad-hoc networks the communication is possible even if a 
direct route doesn’t exist between source and destination[12]. The 

communication is provided through opportunistic links. These networks are 

prone to long delays and therefore a part of delay tolerant networks 

(DTN’s)[13].  In opportunistic environment strong connectivity is not a 
requirement. These networks uses store and carry forward concept. ON’s are 

characterized as topology-less, no direct path, long disruptions and 

partitioning lasting for long periods. The idea of opportunistic networks was 
proposed by Kevin as an extension of DTNs with an assumption of more 

unpredictable mobility [14]. The nodes came in contact opportunistically 

without any previous information[15-18]. The features of ON’s result in 

longer delays than conventional networks employed by MANETs.  
The existence of ON is shown in Figure 1. The characteristic of opportunistic 

network are: 

 Power constrained devices,  

 Intermittent connectivity,  

 Occasional contacts,  

 Highly mobile nodes,  

 Non-existence of end-to-end paths. 

Above literature gives the many research limitations and their complex 
operation, so that an advanced high efficient MANNET design is 

compulsory. 

 

3 Methodology 
 

The proposed ATLV model can be evaluated through 11 steps, if this 
followed by any mobile ad-hoc network then automatically congestion has 

been reduced. 

Step 1: The data transmission has been initiated when messages are 
received by routing nodes. 

Step 2: In the transmission process all links are activated via delay 

between the nodes and computing between angular vectors.  

Step 3: the data rate has been identified at intermediate nodes and 
incoming nodes, it can helpful for delay occurrence in the network. 
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Step 4: Vector plotting can be performed through available 

corresponding nodes using ATLV model. 

Step 5: Primary vectors are initialized and make the mode value = 0. 

Step 6: Parallel sequences are performed for data transmission. 
Step 7: Node position is estimated by using mode of operation. 

Step 8: Angular vector function is performed with rejoining the available 

networks to eliminating the past operations. 
Step 9: Discord the error messages and providing the acknowledgment. 

Step 10: Primary vectors are initialized for feedback operations. 

Step 11: Demonstrated the acknowledged node operations and 
calculating the performance measures. 

 
Figure: 3Proposed ATLV model 

 

Figure 3 explains about proposed ATLV mechanism, in this sensor data 
is collected from available packets in the network. After sensor data 

estimation the process has been moving to parallel path identification when 

parallel path is identified then automatically the traffic has been reduced. If 
not the traffic balancer is track the convolutional operation and providing the 

convolution between the vectors. The vector distributor is point out the 

traffic link and exclusion the next step is evaluation process. In this the angle 

vector perform the convolution operation and providing the low path routing 
transmission. The feedback path continuously monitor the all steps and if any 

error occurs then automatically feedback the process. 

 

Mobile nodesEvaluator (Traffic Link Vector 

Routing ATLV) 

Sensors data 

Flow of parallel path 

Traffic balancer 

Vector Distributer (Traffic, Link exclusion) 

Feed back 
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Algorithm: ATLV method 
Step: 1 sense the available packet samples   

A0    =          

Step: 2angular vector process  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Step: 3 packet delivery ratio balancing  

gp  

 

 

 

 
Step: 4 packet convolution process 

 
Step: 5 performance measures 

 
 

 
Step: 6 stop the process 

The above ATLV routing mechanism that allocates the traffic based on 

the supervised learning scheme for each practicable path. The purpose of this 
technique is to find the latency of transmission induced by network 

congestion.  
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The majority of routing algorithms focused on the reinforcement learning 
scheme were unable to prevent forwarding traffic to the data packet origin. 

This behaviour generates loops for communication and a great deal of packet 

failure. In fact, the transmission loop may allow the ordering of the packets 
to shift and the TCP relation can also be retransmitted. Therefore, we use a 

formula that calculates the lower likelihood limit for a correct route to the 

destination, and this lower limit may be used to exclude the routes that 

activate the transition process. 

 
Figure: 4 Flow of mobile ad-hoc 

 

In figure 4 mobile ad hoc network and its applications are discussed 
through communication processing steps it is divided into two types one is 

static and and another one is mobile nodes. In the static communication 

process continuously connected networks are analysed through broadband. 
The intermediate connected devices are scheduled true wireless sensor 

networks. In the 2nd step mobile nodes are demanding the mobile adhoc 

networks. These are our scheduled through space communication mobile and 

terrestrial communication. This flow gives the complete wireless process of 
MANTES via sensor nodes. 
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The above algorithm explains about ATLV methodology for sensing the 
available packet samples. In this ATLV algorithm mainly divided into six 

steps. In step 1 available samples sensing through A0 vector. Coming to step 

2, angular vector processor is applied through vector mathematical 
competition. In step three packet delivery ratio has been balanced through 

variance process. Coming to step for convolution process is applied using 

sigmoid function. in the fifth step end-to-end delay and packet delivery ratio 

has been calculated for estimating the performance measures. In the last step 
stop the process. 

 

4 Results  
 

The implemented ATLV method gives the better end-to-end delay 

routing overhead throughput and energy efficient as well as packet delivery 
ratio. These all parameters are compared with coco algorithm and TMX 

optimisation model. at all conditions proposed method achieves more 

improvement. 
 

4.1 Simulation Parameters 
 

Table: 1 Total End to End delay by mathematical 

 
 

The above table: 1 explains about A list of the smallest hop count needed 
to reach from one network to another, the total number of mobile nodes. Next 

hop knowledge is usually loaded from transaction processes files into to the 

universe model before simulation starts. This is because it can be very 
functional intensive to measure this on the fly during simulations. 

 

4.2 Simulation Tools 
 

In this research work Linux, NS2, and virtual software tools are used to 

identify the energy efficiency of MANNET network. 
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4.3 Ends-to-End Delay 
 

 
Figure:5 end to end delay ratio 

Figure: 5 clearly explain about many end to end delay parameters 

analysis models with coco algorithm, TMX algorithm and ATLV algorithm. 

In this delay axis is varied with multiple of 5000s and in x-label various 
methods are illustrated with delay measurements. Here proposed ATLV 

model is attains more improvement compared to earliest technologies. 

 

4.4 Routing Overhead 
 

 
Figure:6 Routing overhead 

Figure :6 explains about Routing workload: The quantities of forwarding 

protocols sent on the maintenance and even for path exploration may be 
regarded. Throughput: The amount of data packet obtained by the target 

recipient to the data packets submitted may well be considered. Since 

Routing overhead factor is more improved through ATLV mode 
differentiated to another methods. 
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4.5 Throughput 
 

 
Figure:7 throughput analysis 

 

Figure :7 clearly explains about throughput, it allows one to evaluate a 

reliability block diagram (RBD) such that when it is in action and part inside 
the device is supposed to handle (make) things. 

 

4.6 Energy Efficient  
 

 
Figure: 8 energy efficacy 

 
Figure: 8 explain about Knowledge of the variability of power is an 

significant technological challenge for MANET to maximise the energy 

efficiency of each node. ... The Powerful Resource Conscious Routing 
Protocol (EPAR) usually chosen the ability of the node to be stable due to its 

available battery power and the projected energy based on data data 

transmission. 
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4.7 Packet Delivery 
 

 
Figure: 9 PDF analysis 

 

Figure 9 is giving the performance measure analysis of proposed method 
and compared with Coco algorithm and TMX optimisation method. In this at 

all circumstances from 2000 nodes to 100000 nodes has been changed as 

scale on x axis and on y axis packet delivery ratios are portrayed. 
 

5 Conclusion  
 

In this investigation an operative overcrowding and regulating schemes 

are proposed at MANET at high traffic densities. This work improves the 

packet delivery ratio, delay, throughput, energy and efficiency compared to 
existed methods. The proposed traffic link vector routing method easily solve 

the congestion problem in wireless sensor networks. These ATLV method 

also helps for mobile ad-hoc networks. This method achieves better accuracy 

and performance measures compared to coco and TLMR methods. The 
generated results Throughput 61 % delay 35 % energy 70 % overhead 52% 

and packet delivery ratio 8 % have been improvedand gives the better 

outputs and compete with present technology.  
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